Abstract-Decision trees are considered to be the most effective and widely used data mining technique for classification, their representation is intuitive and generally easy to be comprehended by humans. The most critical issue in the learning process of decision trees is the splitting criteria. In this paper, we firstly provide the definition of similarity computation that usually used in data clustering and apply it to the learning process of decision trees. Then, we propose a novel splitting criteria which chooses the split with maximum similarity and the decision tree is called mstree. At the same time, we suggest the pruning methodology. The empirical experiments conducted on benchmark datasets have verified that the algorithm has outperformed some classic algorithms such as id3, c4.5 in the classification precision, and less affected by the size of training set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data classification is an important data mining technique, which aim at predicting the class that a newly data items belongs to. In classification, a training algorithm is used for training the classifier by training set, and then a test algorithm is used for testing the classifier, for classifying the newly coming data. The learning process of decision trees usually contains two parts: a growing phase in which nodes are added to the tree based on a prediction gain, and a pruning phase in which the tree size is reduced in order to guard from overfitting and provide good generalization.
Classification is widely used in credit approval, target market positioning, medical diagnosis, fault detection areas etc.
Currently, the widely used classification methods include decision trees, neural networks, genetic algorithms, support vector machines, rough sets and Bayesian methods etc [1] [2] [3] [4] . Decision tree is a common, intuitive, fast classification method. There are many decision tree construction algorithm, ID3 algorithm [1] proposed by Quinlan in 1986 , is the first international, influential decision tree. It is considered as a very simple decision tree algorithm. ID3 uses information gain as splitting criteria. The growing stops when all instances belong to a single value of target feature or when best information gain is not greater than zero. ID3 does not apply any pruning procedure. It can't deal with numeric attributes neither missing values. Quinlan proposed C4.5 algorithm that improved algorithm ID3 [2] , [5] , adding the Discretization of Continuous Attributes and the processing functions of unknown attributes. Ruggieri's EC4.5 [6] algorithm improved the efficiency.
In recent years, many improved algorithms of decision tree have been proposed, Sattar proposed a novel classification algorithm, flexible decision tree (FlexDT), which extends fuzzy logic to data stream classification [7] . Gary provided some useful insights and a template for future analyses using more sophisticated cost models [8] . Mahmood presented two novel decision tree algorithms named C4.45 and C4.55, aimed at improving the AUC value over the C4.5 [9] .
Decision Tree node splitting is an important step, the core issue is how to choose the splitting attribute. The general approach is testing all splitting of each attribute, evaluate those results, and then select the splitting attribute with the best result. Therefore, the splitting criteria is a sensitive issue in constructing decision tree [10] . Splitting criteria is dependent on the purity of the measure, The main splitting criteria include information gain, information gain ratio, minimum description length [11] , distance measuring statistics, weight of evidence, etc. In c4.5, the splitting criteria is calculating information gain of each attribute, then the attribute with the maximum information gain or information gain ratio is selected as splitting attribute.
In this paper, we present a novel splitting criteria based on similarity. In the algorithm, the training set is splitted into several subsets by the value of splitting attribute and the average similarity of all subsets is calculated, and so on, all attributes' average similarity is calculated one by one, then the attribute with the maximum average similarity will be selected as splitting node. The experimental results tested on UCI data sets showed that the algorithm is better than id3 and c4.5 algorithms in classification accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In section II, we discussed the method of similarity computation and proposed a splitting criterion based on similarity. In section III, a novel algorithm based on the splitting criteria is presented and the pruning methodology is discussed. In section IV, we described the experimental settings and results in detail. In section V, we draw the conclusions and pointed out the shortage of the algorithm which needed to be solved in the future.
II. THE SPLITTING CRITERIA BASED ON SIMILARITY
Data clustering is another important technique in data mining. Unlike classification, data clustering is unsupervised learning, none of data items has label. The methods of evaluating cluster performance include internal quality measures and external quality measures. In internal quality measure, cluster performance is evaluated by calculating the average similarity of cluster or the similarity of overall clusters. Cluster validity indices are adopted to evaluate cluster performance [12] [13], the widely used cluster validity indices includes Davies-Bouldin index, Dunn's index, Calinski-Harabasz index, and index I [14] , the bigger the internal similarity of instances in each cluster, the better the cluster performance.
In decision tree learning, the training data are partitioned into several subsets according to the values of the splitting attribute, the algorithm proceeds recursively until all instances in a subset belong to the same class. Therefore, the fundamental technique is how to choose the splitting attribute that best partitions the training data. The widely used splitting criteria include information gain, minimum description length, probability estimation methods [15] etc. We apply internal quality measures of evaluating cluster performance to decision tree learning, calculate the internal similarity of subsets partitioned by the values of splitting attribute, choose the splitting attribute with the maximum similarity. Definition 1. Given training set T containing n instances. The similarity between any two instances r 1 and r 2 can be computed by follow equation.
S im (r 1 ,r 2 )= 
Definition 2. Given a splitting attribute A, it's value set {a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a v }, v is the number of value. Training set T is splitted into v subsets according to the value of splitting attribute A, T{T 1 ,T 2 ,...,T v }, instances in Set T u (1≤u≤v) that splitted by attribute value a u belong to k classes {c 1 ,c 2 ,...,c k } (1≤k≤m), the average similarity of T u can be computed by equation (2) , expressed by S im (a u ).
Where |T u | is the size of set T u . Definition 3. According to equation (1) , the similarity of any two instances in subset T u belonging to same class is 1, and 0 otherwise. Therefore, the total similarity of all instances belonging to same class c j is C j c 2 | | (1 ≤j≤k), then equation (2) can be redefined as equation (3).
|c j | is the number of instances labeled class c j in subset T u , it will be neglected if |c j | = 0. |T u | is the size of subset T u , If |T u |=1, then S im (a u )=1. By equation (3), if we know the number of instances of each class in subset T u , the average similarity of subset T u can be computed.
Definition 4. The values of splitting attribute A is {a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a v }, their probability is{p 1 ,p 2 ,…,p v }, splitting dataset into v subsets {T 1 ,T 2 ,…,T v }. The average similarity of all subsets is the sum of the similarity of each subset multiply their probability, the average similarity is taken as the average similarity of attribute A, expressed by S im (A), which can be defined as.
The attribute with the greatest similarity is selected as splitting attribute according to the splitting criteria base on max similarity. Table I is an example of training set, including 14 instances with 5 attributes, the attribute play is the class label. Aim at establishing the classification model that decided to whether or not the competition will be.
For example, taking these instances described in table 1 as training set, we construct a decision tree depend on the splitting criteria based on similarity.
First step, we calculate the average similarity of each attribute.
The value of attribute outlook include overcast, rain and sunny, then training set can be split into three subsets described as {T 1 ,T 2 ,T 3 } according to the three values. The subset T 1 represents the set of instances with overcast, including five instances, all of them belong to class yes, therefore, sim(T 1 )=1, the probability of overcase is 5/14. Subset T 2 include all instance of rain, three instances of 
=0.4, the probability of rain is 5/14. There are three instances labeled as yes and one instance labeled as no in subset T 3 , S im (T 3 )=(3+0)/6=0.5, the probability of sunny is 4/14. Therefore, the average similarity of attribute outlook can be calculated as follow.
S im (outlook)=S im (T 1 )*p 1 +S im (T 2 )*p 2 +S im (T 3 )*p 3 =1*5/14 +0.4*5/14+0.5*4/14=0.64286
The average similarity of other attributes can be calculated as follow.
According to the attribute temperature, the dataset is split into three subsets{T 1 ,T 2 ,T 3 }. The subset T 1 represents the set of instances with cool, including three instances labeled yes and one labeled no. T 2 is the set of hot, two instances labeled yes, and the other two labeled no. T 3 includes six instances of mild, four of them are labeled yes, others labeled no.
According to the value of attribute humidity, training set is split into two subsets{T 1 ,T 2 }. T 1 represents the set of instances with high, four of them are labeled no, and others are labeled yes. T 2 is the set of other instances, only one is labeled as no.
S im (T 1 )= (6+3)/21=0.4286 S im (T 2 )= 15/21=0.7143 S im (humidity)=S im (T 1 )*p 1 + S im (T 2 )*p 2 =0.4286*7/14+0.7143*7/14=0.5714
According to the attribute windy, we can split the data set into two subsets{T 1 ,T 2 }. T 1 represents the set of instances with false, there are eight instances in it, two of them are labeled no, and others are labeled yes. T 2 includes six instances, half of them are labeled yes.
S im (T 1 )=(15+1)/28=0.5714 S im (T 2 )=(3+3)/15=0.4 S im (windy)=S im (T 1 )*p 1 +S im (T 2 )*p 2 =0.6071*8/14+0.4*6/14=0.4980 sim(outlook)>sim(humidity)>sim(windy)>sim(tempera ture), then the attribute outlook is the best splitting attribute, each subset partitioned by the values of attribute outlook will be the node of decision tree.
Next step, in the same way , the algorithm recursively calculates the average similarity of each remaining attributes on the subsets which are partitioned by the value of splitting attribute in the last step until all instances in a subset belong to the same class.
As Fig. 1 , without any pruning strategies, the decision tree generated by this algorithm is same as ID3 tree. If we set the splitting threshold as (n-2)/n, n is the number of instances in subsets, the tree is same as C4.5 tree showed as Fig. 1 without dotted line part.
III. GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF MSTREE ALGORITHM
The tree-growing algorithm based on the maximum similarity, called mstree algorithm, is illustrated as follows.
A. Main Framework of Algorithm
The decision tree generation algorithm based on maximum similarity is same as ID3 in general framework, described as follows.
Generate_decision_tree 
E. Pruning Methodology
Usually, there are noise datas in training set, which may lead to overfitting, then noise branch will be generated. We take the splitting threshold method to eliminate overfitting. Two thresholds are adopted in the pruning methodology, one is the similarity of subset named r 1 , and the other threshold is the size of subset named r 2 , if the similarity of subset is greater than r1 or the size of the subset is less than r 2 , then stop splitting, and label the node as leaf node.
For example, if only one instance is labeled different class from the other instances in subset, the instance is likely a noise data, and it isn't right to split. To eliminate the noise data like this, r1 can be set to (n-2)/n. If subset includes n instances, n-1 of them are labeled the same class, just one instance belongs to other class, then the internal similarity of subset is ((n-1)*(n-2)/2)/(n*(n-1)/2)=(n-2)/n. Therefore, if just one instance in the subset belongs to other class, the internal similarity of subset equals (n-2)/n, then stop splitting.
If the size of subset is too small, it is unnecessary to split for avoiding overfitting, the node will be labeled as leaf node, and labeled with the class which majority instances belong to.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We conducted our experiments on 9 UCI benchmark datasets which are selected by Weka and represent a wide range of domains and data characteristics. The description of 9 data sets is shown in Table II . The data sets include: car evaluation, Nursery, Mushroom, kr-vskp, Tic-Tac-Toe, balance-scale, diagnosis, haberman, breast-cancer. Five data sets have only discrete attribute, one data sets have both discrete attributes and continuous attributes, and the rest have only continuous attribute.
The more detailed description of the nine data sets as follow.
• car evaluation: The Car Evaluation Database contains examples with the structural information removed, i.e., directly relates CAR to the six input attributes: buying, maint, doors, persons, lug_boot, safety, four class values: unacc (70.023 %) , acc (22.222 %) , good ( 3.993 %) ,v-good ( 3.762 %).
• Nursery: The database was derived from a hierarchical decision model originally developed to rank applications for nursery schools. It was used during several years in 1980's when there was excessive enrollment to these schools in Ljubljana, Slovenia, and the rejected applications frequently needed an objective explanation. The final decision depended on three subproblems: occupation of parents and child's nursery, family structure and financial standing, and social and health picture of the family. It includes eight input • Mushroom: This data set includes descriptions of hypothetical samples corresponding to 23 species of gilled mushrooms in the Agaricus and Lepiota Family. Each species is identified as definitely edible, definitely poisonous, or of unknown edibility and not recommended. This latter class was combined with the poisonous one. The Guide clearly states that there is no simple rule for determining the edibility of a mushroom; no rule like "leaflets three, let it be" for Poisonous Oak and Ivy.
• kr-vs-kp: The format for instances in this database is a sequence of 37 attribute values. Each instance is a board-description for this chess endgame. The first 36 attributes describe the board. The last (37th) attribute is the classification: "win" or "nowin".
• Tic-Tac-Toe: This database encodes the complete set of possible board configurations at the end of tic-tac-toe games, where "x" is assumed to have played first. The target concept is "win for x".
• Diagnosis: The data was created by a medical expert as a data set to test the expert system, which will perform the presumptive diagnosis of two diseases of urinary system. Each instance represents a potential patient. It will be the example of diagnosing of the acute inflammations of urinary bladder and acute nephritises.
• balance-scale: This data set was generated to model psychological experimental results. Each example is classified as having the balance scale tip to the right, tip to the left, or be balanced. The attributes are the left weight, the left distance, the right weight, and the right distance. The correct way to find the class is the greater of (left-distance * left-weight) and (right-distance * right-weight).
If they are equal, it is balanced.
• haberman: The dataset contains cases from a study that was conducted between 1958 and 1970 at the University of Chicago's Billings Hospital on the survival of patients who had undergone surgery for breast cancer.
• breast-cancer: Samples arrive periodically as Dr.
Wolberg reports his clinical cases. 10 input attributes: Sample code number, Clump Thickness, Uniformity of Cell Size, Uniformity of Cell Shape, Marginal Adhesion, Single Epithelial Cell Size, Bare Nuclei, Bland Chromatin, Normal Nucleoli, Mitoses. Six classes: 2 for benign, 4 for malignant. The mstree algorithm is programmed by java, and the experiments were performed under the windowsXp. The 10% to 90% of instances were randomly chosen as training set, and the rest instances as testing set, the average of 100 times experiment results were taken as the final result. By the same training set selection method, the experimental results of id3,c4.5 and cart are gained through weka 3.7 platform.
A. Classification Accuracy on Discrete Attributes
For discrete attribute, we tested the mstree, id3 and c4.5 algorithm on following five data sets: car evaluation, Nursery, Mushroom, kr-vs-kp, Tic-Tac-Toe. Experimental results charts are shown in Fig. 2-Fig. 6 , xaxis represents the proportion of training instances, y-axis represents classification accuracy. It can be seen from these charts that curve of mstree is More smooth than others, and the charts show that the mstree algorithm is less affected by training set size. In particular, classification accuracy is significantly higher than that of id3 and c4.5 algorithms on the small training set. Fig. 2, fig.3 and fig. 4 show that the accuracy of mstree has significantly outperformed id3 and c4.5 whatever the training set scale on car evaluation, nersery and tic-tactoe. 5 show the experiment results tested on mushroom for three algorithms. It is obvious that the mstree algorithm has an advantage over the other algorithms on small training set scale, and what is very important. Recently, imbalance data ming become a new research hot, sometimes the training set scale is far less than testing set scale. Therefore, mstree algorithm is more suitable to imbalance data mining than id3 and c4.5.
B. Classification Accuracy on Continuous Attributes
For continuous attribute, Fig. 7 to fig. 9 show a detailed view of experimental results tested on haberman, breast-cancer and balance-scale with only continuous attributes. Similar results with the results tested on discrete attribute data sets, the accuracy of mstree is relatively more stable on different ratio training set scale than that of c4.5 and cart.
C. Classification Accuracy on Mixed Attributes
Diagnosis data sets has one continuous attribute and five discrete attributes, fig.10 show that the mstree algorithm have advantage over c4.5 and cart in accuracy when training set ratio is less then 40%. 
D. Decision Tree Size
The size of decision trees generated by id3, c4.5, cart and mstree are shown in Table III . It is seen that the size of tree generated by mstree is smaller than id3, but bigger than c4.5 and cart tree. The reason is that threshold selection is also not optimal. It is a problem how to select appropriate threshold for stopping growth.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Decision tree is one of the most commonly used methods of Data classification, this paper presents a similarity-based decision tree generation algorithm and the pruning methodology. From our experiments, the mstree algorithm has two advantages over id3, c4.5 and cart algorithm: 1) It performs the better classification accuracy than the other algorithm averagely. 2) It decreases the influence by the ratio of the training set scale, and is more suitable to imbalance data mining. But, the mstree algorithm still needs to be improved. The Further work is to study how to optimize the splitting threshold, and reduce decision tree size. 
